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Minutes of the Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee Meeting held on 
29 November 2021 

 
Present: Jeremy Pert (Chairman) 

 

Attendance 

 

Charlotte Atkins 
Philip Atkins, OBE 
Martyn Buttery 

Richard Cox 
 

Ann Edgeller (Vice-Chairman 
(Scrutiny) 
Keith Flunder 

Paul Northcott (Vice-Chairman 
(Overview) 

Ian Wilkes 
 

 
Also In Attendance: 

Claire McIver - Interim Assistant Director for Public Health and Prevention and 
Consultant in Public Health 
Tony Bullock – Lead Commissioner, Public Health Commissioning 

Tilly Flannagan – Lead Commissioner, Supportive Communities, Heath and Care 
Tracey Shewan - Director of Communications and Corporate Services 

Councillor Julia Jessel – Cabinet Member Health and Care 
Councillor Johnny McMahon – Cabinet Support Member Public Health and Integrated 
Care 

Simon Fogell – Chief Executive Healthwatch Staffordshire 
 
Apologies: Jak Abrahams, Rosemary Claymore, Phil Hewitt, Jill Hood, 

Barbara Hughes, Thomas Jay, David Leytham, Janice Silvester-Hall and Colin Wileman 
 
PART ONE 

 
44. Declarations of Interest 

 

Councillor Ann Edgeller declared an interest as Partner Governor of the 

Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust (MPFT). 
 
45. Minutes of the last meeting held on 25 October 2021 

 

That the minutes of the meetings 25 October 2021 be approved and signed 
by the Chairman as a correct record. 
 
46. Overview of public health outcomes and services 

 

The Interim Assistant Director for Public Health and Prevention and Lead 

Commissioners for Public Health and Supportive Communities provided a 

detailed report and presentation on public health performance, outcomes and 

services in Staffordshire relating to the following areas: 
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 Health and wellbeing in Staffordshire  

 Covid Response and adaptations 

 Drugs and alcohol 

 Sexual health 

 Healthy Lifestyles 

 Supportive Communities  

 Outcomes 

 Staffordshire warmer homes 

The following comments and responses to members questions were noted: 
 

Sexual Health  
 It was considered that many service users may lead a chaotic lifestyle 

and an appointment system would not suit all of the user group. From 
April 2022 the new contract would look to maintaining and increasing 

walk in clinics. 
 Risks and misinformation: concerns were raised about misinformation 

about the risk of blood clots relating to the contraceptive pill and Covid 

vaccine. It was confirmed that the National Institute for Health and Care 
Excellence (NICE) guidelines were followed, and that people should be 

directed to GP or sexual health clinic for information, members also felt 
this would be an opportunity to talk to people about long-term 

contraceptive advice Long acting reversable contraception (LARCs). It 
was agreed that possible communication options/need to counteract the 
misinformation would be explored. 

 Termination of pregnancy: sexual health commissioning. Members 
requested clarification that mental health support and information about 

terminations was available for individuals.  It was confirmed that CCG 
commissioned termination service so a query would be posed to the CCG. 

 
 

Drugs and alcohol: 
 A query was raised re. the extent of joining up between drugs and 

alcohol and criminal justice systems.  AB confirmed that a robust 

partnership was well-established with police and other criminal justice 
agencies. Funding had been provided from the Police and Crime 

Commissioner to provide drug and alcohol workers in prisons, courts etc. 
– although the pandemic has impacted on progress. 

 Drugs and HIV: Transmission of HIV through shared needles was 
potentially a risk, however rates of transmission in Staffordshire  were 

very low. There was a successful needle exchange programme in 
operation through specialist services and pharmacies. 

 Cllr C Atkins requested a breakdown of new monies obtained for 

drug/alcohol services. 
 

Healthy Lifestyles: 
 Diabetes and obesity: Committee considered that there was a need for 

more support groups and information about early diabetes and obesity to 
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help individuals. It was also identified that the approach varied across 
Staffordshire. It was acknowledged that treatment was the responsibility 

of CCGs and NHS, and Public Health role related to   prevention, to 
reduce obesity and diabetes before it became a problem for individuals.  

Officers confirmed that local delivery of the National Diabetes Prevention 
programme was very successful and held as good practice nationally. 

 The weight management programme was targeted at specific lower super 
output areas (LSOA) reaching people in communities where issues such 

as overweight and obesity tend to be more prevalent. There was a pilot 
scheme in East Staffordshire PCN working with GPs to advise people and 
it was expected to roll out this work as soon as possible. 

 Members requested more information and an explanation relating to the 
change in location of lifestyle sessions in Leek - a written response would 

be circulated. It was confirmed that the challenge of obesity and weight 
management was a priority for public health for all age groups in 

Staffordshire. 
 It was recognised that Borough and District Councils were better placed 

to consider and influence the whole system place-based approach to 

support individuals on upstream approaches and wider-determinants 
such as healthy environments, planning, access to green space etc.  

 Smoking Cessation.  Smoking was considered to be a success story for 
public health and partners - this approach would be taken for obesity and 

other areas. It was reported that fewer young people were smoking, and 
this was a reflection of concentrated effort across a whole system for 

over 20 years or more, using a range of tools in a whole system 
approach such as policy change, legislation change, taxation, advertising 
bans, point of sales restriction over a number of years, accessibility and 

availability of it, this type of model is what we need to aspire to in 
relation to obesity and diabetes.  

 The stop smoking service offered both pharmaceutical medications 
support and Nicotine replacement therapy in line with NICE guidelines. A 

mix of counselling and medication was considered more likely to help an 
individual to stop smoking. 

 Vaping: Concerns were raised about vaping.  It was considered that 
vaping was safer than smoking but not risk free, and there was a need to 
recognise the difference between using vaping as a quitting aid as 

opposed to young people taking up vaping from scratch. Members 
requested available data on vaping to be circulated to evaluate if there 

was a need to bring the issue to committee at a future date.  
 

Whole Systems Approach on wider determinants of Health:  
 Members welcomed earlier interventions and a whole family approach to 

make healthier lifestyle choices but had concern that they were not well 
co-ordinated and partnership working was inconsistent across 
Staffordshire. They were advised that Better Health Staffordshire was a 

whole system approach to healthy weights i.e., working with partners in 
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a more joined up, coordinated way on a shared outcome. It covered all 
age groups and a multi-faceted approach.  

 Public Health was a partnership between a statutory body and the 
individual; the organisation can inform and support, but it was largely up 

to the individual that had to want to change lifestyle.  
 A strategic approach was required to bring everyone involved together to 

work across our organisation and with partners on matters that 
strengthen healthier lifestyle choices. The greater impact would be 

through tackling wider determinants of health to look at the wider issues. 
It was considered there would be a significant role for District, Borough 
and Parish Councils in this work. 

 
Supportive Communities: 

 The Supportive Communities Programme was about developing 
prevention and early intervention for adult social care. Committee voiced 

concerns that support for healthy lifestyles, activity levels and social 
prescribing was not consistent, and resource would not reach across all of 
the County.  

 There was recognition of the need to work with the voluntary sector and 
train volunteers to be able to reach across all of the County.  It was 

explained that it was not just about place, it needed to be a whole 
system place-based approach and to make impact there was a need to 

focus on the hotspots initially and a good understanding already of the 
target areas (e.g. lower super output areas). Systems and the 

environment had to be in place, and it would take time to change. There 
was a dual approach - population area advice and guidance and 
information about how we engage with some of the groups, including 

Parish Councils. 
 Social Care Assessments waiting list – Members voiced concern that 

demand for home care assessment was rising and were advised that this 
was being addressed through successful partnership working. Many were 

people seeking low level support and the supportive communities 
programme looked to advise digitally by telephone and finding help and 

support through the voluntary sector.  
 The wait for Homecare – Information about the number of calls was not 

available at the meeting, however it was said to be unprecedented. Work 

was underway to meet the assessments and to support through 
programmes of lower-level support such as food and clean houses.  

 It was noted that fewer people were going into care homes.  
 Workforce – There was a need to address staffing levels and to 

encourage people into the care role as a career opportunity. A written 
response would be circulated to members in relation to increasing care 
hours and the resource implications to pay carers £1 an hour more. 

 The approach recognises the post Covid impact in communities, health 
disparities and strength-based working, in terms of confident trained 

staff, recognising skills and wider voluntary and community sector 
training. 
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 Public health funding –£6.3m new investment brought into Staffordshire - 
funds were secured for drugs and alcohol from a variety of sources, 

including a large amount from central government and some from 
Intensive Prevention Service IPS supporting people into work and 

supporting them in work.  
 Warmer homes – Assurance was given that communication with the 

elderly who may not have access to the internet was given and families 
and carers of individuals were also targeted. In terms of funding received 

to fit boilers there was criteria to access the grant and targeted leaflet 
drops for the most vulnerable. Winter pressures communications were 
going out at the same time.  

 Healthy Schools – A Member raised that only 9 schools engaged and 
discussed issues such as school nursing, it had previously been 200 or 

more. It was agreed to ask Children’s and Young People’s Cabinet 
Member about healthy school’s agenda and school engagement when he 

attends a meeting with Children’s Services early in 2022.  
 
Health and Wellbeing Board - Health in all Policies (HIAP): 

 Driving behavioural change was everyone’s responsibility, it was not 
possible for public health to achieve or progress on its own, but everyone 

can benefit. Committee understood the importance of intelligence sharing 
for public health to find out about and support initiatives.  

 Members were assured that public health had begun to have 
conversations with relevant people and planning early stages of local 

plans and planning process. They emphasised the need to consider health 
impact assessments in planning consideration and to thinking health in 
everything we do.  Emphasise the importance of thinking ‘health’ in all 

that we do, and the role of districts and boroughs in this e.g. planning, 
licensing. 

 
The Committee understood that the County held the statutory public health 

role and that District, and Borough Councils held the remit to look at wider 
determinants of health. It was agreed that focus of future work relating to 

Wider Determinants of Health should consider the role of District and 
Borough Councils to look at local plans and consider the ‘health in all 
approach’ across the whole system.   

 
The Committee agreed to look at diabetes and obesity as topic for future 

scrutiny and to invite the Senior Partnership & Commissioning Manager from 
Children and Families Health and Wellbeing Team, who had not been able to 

attend the meeting due to illness, to attend a meeting early next year to 
present her report.  He confirmed requests for further information on public 
health funding, backlog of social care assessments and information on 

vaping risk.  
 

The Chairman thanked presenters for a clear presentation and report. 
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Resolved: 
1. That Committee receive and note the report and presentation. 

2. That Committee request additional information identified in the 
meeting to be circulated to Members. 

3. The Cabinet Member for Children and Young People and Senior 
Partnership & Commissioning Manager from Children and Families, 

Health and Wellbeing Team be invited to attend a meeting to present 
their report on public health outcomes and services in February 2022.   

4. Heath and Care O&S Committee include scrutiny of obesity and 
diabetes in the Work Programme for 2022 -23. 

 
47. Covid-19 Update 

 

The Covid Defence Lead provided an update which detailed the current 
position in relation to management of Covid-19, case rates, hospitalisations, 

death rate, infection rates, booster jabs, and information about the new 
variant Omicron to provide assurance that Covid-19 was being carefully 
monitored and measures were in place and adapting to need, including 

targeted work to encourage take up and additional sites to roll out vaccines. 
Committee noted the following comments and responses to questions: 

 There was a significant drive to encourage and train people to 
administer vaccines to meet the demand. 

 Walk in centres were currently coping well, they were well-staffed and 
equipped to handle spikes in demand. It was confirmed that there 
was enough resource and venues to accommodate surges if people 

want to take the vaccines.   
 Member concerns about individual issues should be raised with the 

vaccination team or CCG.  
 Concern about access for school aged children getting time off to go to 

walk in centres was noted and would be fed back to the Vaccination 
Team to see if there was more could be done to work with schools. 

 Early notification would be given if variants of concern were reported in 
Staffordshire. There were no known cases at this time. 

 Communications were ongoing to encourage jab, booster, and flu jabs 

to be taken up, highlighting messages that vaccines were the best 
way to fight the virus and that it was important to take up the offer. 

 In relation to GP contact with patients re booster jabs, it was 
confirmed that Cohort 1-9 had 100% coverage and should be 

contacted.  It was explained that people who book with National 
booking system could receive an earlier date.  

 Hard to reach groups were being targeted in work with partners to 
ensure access to testing was physically easier for them to get to.   

Work with partners to target communications and activities was 
ongoing.  

 Social media and messages were being shared by midwives and health 

colleagues to get messages to pregnant women antenatally, 
specifically in hard-to-reach groups.  Some pregnant women were 
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given specific clinical reasons for being more cautious or not taking up 
the vaccine. 

 Testing rate was high in Staffordshire and there were also high case 
rates, a correlation could be inferred that the case rate is higher 

because of the testing rate. It was welcomed that high test rates were 
good to keep check on the infection at the earliest stage.  

 
The Chair thanked Interim Assistant Director Public Health and Prevention for 

a clear and concise report. 
 
 Resolved: 

 
1. That the update report be received and noted. 

 
48. District and Borough Health Scrutiny Updates 

 

District and Borough representatives presented update reports and 

highlighted the following matters being considered at District and Borough 
meetings.  

 Community activities in relation to Public Health Services could be 

better dealt with by District and Borough scrutiny process in terms of 

building better relationships, driving forward the Public Health agenda, 

planning for the future and wider determinants of health.   

 It was clarified that the County scrutiny role had a statutory bearing in 

terms of Public Health and there was a need to co-ordinate and identify 

local matters at a local level to scrutinise and to avoid duplication of 

effort. 

 Staffordshire Moorlands District Council would pilot work on wider 

determinants of health at a local level following the Inquiry of the 

wider determinants of health by this Committee early next year. 

 East Staffs Borough Council had agreed to consider GP access 

specifically to consider the Burton area and a lack of GP surgeries, with 

only a 36% take up of vaccine in Burton.  

 Tamworth District Council to share presentations relating to Voluntary 

Sector work during Covid-19. 

The Chairman reminded District and Borough representatives that GP 

Access was being considered at County Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

and asked to see a copy of the terms of reference for the GP Access work 

in Burton area. 

Resolved:  

1. That the District and Borough Updates be noted. 
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49. Work Programme 2021-22 

 

The work programme was presented and considered  
 

Resolved:  

1. That the work programme be noted, and the following topics be added 

to the future work programme: 

 Obesity and Diabetes  

 Social prescribing  

 
 

 
 

 
Chairman 
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Minutes of the Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
Meeting held on 13 December 2021 

 
Present: Jeremy Pert (Chairman) 

 

Attendance 
 

Charlotte Atkins 
Philip Atkins, OBE 

Martyn Buttery 
Richard Cox 

Ann Edgeller (Vice-
Chairman (Scrutiny)) 

Keith Flunder 
Phil Hewitt 

 

Barbara Hughes 
Janet Johnson 

David Leytham 
Paul Northcott (Vice-

Chairman (Overview)) 
Janice Silvester-Hall 

Colin Wileman 
 

 

Also in attendance:   
Lynn Millar – Director of Primary Care and Medicines Optimisation for 6 

Staffordshire and Stoke -on -Trent, Clinical Commissioning Groups.  
Simon Whitehouse, STP Director for Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent 

Peter Axon, Interim CE ICS, Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent 
Marcus Warnes, Senior Responsible Officer, Combined Staffordshire and 

Stoke on Trent CCG 
Simon Evans, Chief Strategy Officer, The Royal Wolverhampton Hospital 
Trust 

Paul Bytheway, Chief Operating Officer, UHMN 
Duncan Bedford, Chief Operating Officer, UHDB 

Mark Docherty, Executive Director of Nursing and Clinical Commissioning 
WMAS 

Murray McGregor Communications Director, West Midlands Ambulance 
Service WMAS 

Becky Scullion, Deputy Director of. Commissioning and Operations NSCCG 
Sarah Jeffry, Head of Primary Care Development, NSCCG 
Jennie Collier, Managing Director, Staffordshire & Stoke-on-Trent Care 

Group, MPFT  
Steve Fawcett, Clinical Lead, Urgent and Emergency Care Transformation 

Programme 
Tracey Shewan, Director of Communication and Corporate Services for 6 

Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent CCGs 
Richard Harling, Director Health and Care, SCC  

Julia Jessel – Cabinet Member Health and Care, SCC  
Johnny McMahon – Cabinet Support Member Public Health and Integrated 
Care, SCC 
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PART ONE 
 

51. Apologies 
 

Apologies were submitted on behalf of Councillors Rosemary Claymore, Jill 
Hood and Ian Wilkes.  

 
52. Declarations of Interest 

 
Councillor Ann Edgeller declared an interest as Partner Governor of the 
Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust (MPFT). 

 
53. General Practice Access 

 
The Director of Primary Care and Medicines Optimisation provided a 

detailed report and presentation relating to improving general practice 
access and the GP action plan, she also gave an update on expansion of 

the booster vaccination programme announced on 12 December 2021 and 
what that meant for general practice over the coming weeks. 
 

Committee noted the main messages as follows: 
 The activity in general practice over the last 4-5 months was 

compared data to 2019 levels, there had been a significant spike for 
demand on general practice.  

 Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent area had demonstrated the most 
improved access to GP practices, 62% of appointments were face to 

face and work to improve access was having an impact.  
 The majority of appointments were with GPs however practice nurses, 

advanced nurse practitioners and clinical pharmacists also had roles in 

practices seeing patients. 
 180 staff had been appointed to new roles in the primary care 

workforce to increase the range of service and support new ways of 
working in practices, such as social prescribers, first contact physio’s 

and clinical pharmacists. 
 Winter plans were robust, there were 4 programmes of work: (1) 3 

respiratory hubs for paediatrics;(2) Additional capacity in primary care 

potentially creating up to 4000 additional appts per week; (3) Selfcare 
support – e.g., providing BP monitors for patients to use at home 

(4)111 been commissioned to provide additional support to free up 
general practice capacity. 

 Levels of abuse, verbal and physical aggression against staff, in 
particular receptionist and customer first-line triage, was having an 

impact and causing some to leave. The Together Against Abuse 
Campaign had been launched and could be accessed through the 
‘Together We Are Better’ website. It aimed to inform public and staff 

to be patient and to have zero tolerance against abuse at work. There 
would be continued offer of support and training for staff.  
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 359,000 booster vaccines to be delivered by 31 December, the 
majority of vaccines were provided in primary care.  CCG had stepped 

down a number of enhanced services to make capacity to deliver this, 
including the Quality and Outcomes Framework (QOF) and the 

improvement programme for PCNs. The vaccinations programme and 
emergency care were priorities which meant delays to other services 

including routine operations until after Christmas.  
 Communications were in place and additional help from Councillors 

was welcomed to get the message out to communities relating to the 
need to deliver the vaccinations, the pressure of the booster 
programme and need to have patience with GPs. 

 
There followed a period of questioning. In response to Members questions 

and comments the following was noted: 
 

Quality and Performance  
 A member had concerns that the Quality and Outcomes Framework 

(QOF) guidelines were suspended and asked whether safeguards were 

in place and of the longer term position from January onwards. CCG 
advised that Government had stepped down QOF until the end of 

March but that it had not been completely paused, monitoring of the 
most vulnerable patients and those at risk would be maintained. 

Further guidance from Government was awaited. It was explained that 
a bigger issue related to long term condition reviews, a full data review 

was being undertaken to ascertain impact on QOF outcomes over the 
pandemic. CCG gave assurance that mitigation was in place and that 
the review should be complete by April 2022. 

 Variation in GP performance – All but 2 general practices in 
Staffordshire were rated as good or outstanding. A 360-degree review 

would be carried out for every practice in 2022 and quality reporting 
for every practice would commence after Christmas to ensure practices 

including community pharmacies were maximising the whole of the 
primary care workforce. 

Vaccinations  
 The number of vaccinations walk in centres had been increased to take 

the stress off general practices and a vaccination plan was in place.  A 

list of locations would be circulated. SCC had provided additional 
support to vaccination sites and there were a range of stakeholders 

involved to provide different levels of access to maximise capacity. GPs 
were on board to deliver the booster jabs by 31 December. 

 Vaccine supply was not a problem, however availability of work force 
to deliver the jabs was of concern, everyone was committed to deliver 

them to prevent a Covid peak after Christmas.  
 6 million people were not immunised in the UK, there was an absolute 

understanding of numbers that need to be vaccinated in Staffordshire, 

359,000 plus a number of people who need first or second jab.  The 
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numbers would be shared and passed on with Local Outbreak Control 
(LOC). 

Access to GP Surgeries.  
 The strategy for the model of care would contain detail about the way 

people access services moving forward.  
 Currently 400,000 primary care appointments per month, the 

increased demand had led to additional surgeries per week to provide 
more access. There was the same level of capacity in practices but 

rising demand due to people catching up on prescriptions, meds 
reviews and matters delayed during lockdown. The data highlighted 
that the increase in demand started in April 2021, peaked in June, and 

had started to come down in October.  
 To respond to 100,000 additional phone calls per a week CCG had 

deployed additional solutions. There were reports that people were 
waiting a long time on the phones and frustrations had been taken out 

on staff, verbally and physically, as a result some reception staff had 
left. The abuse was widespread across all practices and a plan was in 
place to address violence or aggression from public, including 

additional security, CCTV security alarms and panic buttons. There was 
a zero-tolerance policy in place and the Committee was very clear that 

it did not condone any violence or abuse against staff. 
 CCG meet with all 146 practices annually and were working with the 

lower percentile 2%. Some practices were resistant to change. Practice 
contracts had been removed in the past working closely with CQC, but 

there must be specific reasons on quality and safety grounds - poor 
access was not a reason to remove a contract. 

 

The Committee considered the 7 action areas in the Primary Care Action 
Plan in further detail and the following responses to questions were 

noted: 
 

Communications  
 Digital working and telephony improvements were being addressed 

and supported. It was suggested that online information should include 
how best to access the variety of services, the link into the NHS app 
and appointment booking and links to the most appropriate person to 

help them.  
 A blend of remote and face to face access must be available.  Each 

practice had a different operating model and software being used, 
there was a need to standardise and link them up. The majority of 

practices used EMIS, patient information was recorded on an 
integrated care record, joining up the NHS system. A system called 

accuBook was also used and could enable sharing when patient 
information was clinically required.  

 There was concern that some patients have difficulty with digital. The 

access plan included tailoring contact with the individual with a range 
of access mechanisms and part of the training for receptionists was to 
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recognise patient needs. Practices that were not performing were being 
supported. 

 The standard offer - The Primary Care Strategy aims to develop 
universality and a consistent offer for patients and work to engage on 

the strategy which starts in the new year.  The universal offer would 
be 15 service lines offered consistently across practices in 

Staffordshire.  
 Members highlighted Patient Participation Groups PPG as a good way 

to communicate with patients about issues. CCG advised most 
practices have one, but it is not a requirement under their contract. 

 It was clarified that there were 20 Physician Associate positions out of 

600 GPs in Staffordshire. Numbers and location of other professional 
roles would be provided for information and confirmation was given 

that primary care level appointments were shared roles across 
practices. 

Access improvement programme. 
 Targets and objectives gave focus and direction to make the 

improvements, CCG had learned lessons from the use of data in 

vaccine programme to drive improvement and would use data to drive 
improvement in the programme for GP practices.  

 CCG advised that a data validation process was underway to ensure 
data was consistent, open, and transparent and shared between 

practices and the public. Members highlighted the need for GP 
practices to recognise the need to share information to improve 

services. CCG confirmed there was a team of data quality assessors 
who have permission from GPs to work across all 146 practices to look 
at QOF indicators and other data.  

 CCG were working closely with practices with greatest access 
challenges. Practices were also sharing and adopting best practice with 

each other and tailoring it to their practice.  
 The whole of NHS was facing workforce shortages and a challenge was 

to make sure staff were not moved around too much, this was also the 
case for community pharmacists and mental health MPFT practitioners. 

The ICS would be commissioning community pharmacists to deal with 
specific conditions from April 2022, this was currently commissioned by 
NHS England.   

 Concern was raised that only 14 practices were engaged in the access 
improvement programme. CCG advised that when the ‘Time for Care’ 

programme commenced in September 2021 practices reacted well, but 
the unprecedented level of demand, pressures and additional workload 

had caused it to pause; practices would pick it up when there was 
capacity. 

 A member questioned how unmet demand or unmet need would be 

identified, particularly from those most vulnerable and those who have 
difficulty accessing the system. CCG advised that this would be 

attained from the data, each practice had a register and should 
through mapping data be able to identify where there were usually 
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high level of deprivation or hotspots, to ascertain where lower than 
expected levels of demand were. 

Digital 
 Committee welcomed digital access to appointments and the range of 

services, some of which had already been discussed under 
communications action. The concern was that some patients could not 

access or use digital services and wanted to see a GP because they did 
not know the alternatives. CCG acknowledged that when services 

changed to the new model, more could have been done to introduce 
the new practice team and how they could help people but that that 
this was being addressed and videos were now on social media, 

youtube and facebook to give advice on the range of alternatives.  
 It was recognised that many people had phones and were able to use 

them, for those that did not, there were leaflets and communications 
could be tailored to meet individual need. 

 It was confirmed that most practices had a facebook page and could 
share information and videos, but it was acknowledged that there was 
still more to do on communications. 

Quality variation and resilience   
 CCG was monitoring indicators closely and recognised that access was 

a sign of quality.  
 It was not possible to identify and deal with all issues impacting on 

quality in the same way because each practice had different issues 
affecting it.  The approach was to consider individual practice by 

practice issues and to use the data effectively to prioritise those of 
most importance.  

 A member requested that members be advised of feedback from the 

health inequalities survey and an update considered at a future 
meeting.  

 CCG advised that the review of the consultation dashboard had taken 
place and the national plan around winter access had taken findings 

into account. Members were advised that 61 indicators were 
monitored on a practice by practice basis, these were not in the public 

domain, however GPs did share between themselves and challenge 
their peers practice level data. 

Training and development of staff 

 The 2016 Government announcement of 5000 more trained and 
recruited GPs by 2021 had not been realised and there were now 1300 

less than in 2016.  In Staffordshire there were 100 fewer GPs than in 
2016. The primary care strategy to address the shortage of GPs had 

been to optimise the practice footprint.  172 practices had been 
reduced to 146 with an increased patient base. Practices were getting 
bigger and moving away from single handed practices to ensure they 

were resilient.  
 Concern was raised about population growth in some areas and the 

planning policy not to contact CCG unless more than 500 houses were 
being built. CCG advised that planning officers had recently been 
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appointed to take a helicopter view of the area and to work with 
developers to consider health sites. It was confirmed that there was 

no demand for new health buildings but that it would be important to 
work with the planning system to optimise the practice footprint, for 

the practice to be more resilient and to manage a multi-disciplinary 
team amongst the practices on one site.  

 It was confirmed that all 175 spaces on the first staff training course 
relating to conflict and de-escalation for practice staff had been taken 

and additional courses were planned for the new year.  There was a 
positive response about the training from all GP practices. 

 A member questioned how we would know if patients were being 

offered the most appropriate appointment for them.  There was no 
formal mechanism for monitoring appropriateness of the appointment 

but there was a range of data to work through, such as the patient 
survey, satisfaction rates at the surgery and soft intelligence.  CCG 

welcomed the question and agreed to take it into consideration. It was 
also thought to be a useful indicator for the practice 360-degree 
review work. 

 
The Chairman thanked presenters for a clear presentation and welcomed 

the data and detail in the report.  He summarised that the Committee 
supported zero tolerance of abuse on staff, appreciated the work being 

done to progress the action plan and the approach to let data drive and 
focus on the actions. He welcomed that the future plan and work on 

performance indicators was progressing and indicated that that the 
committee would continue to monitor progress. Also, that the Committee 
had highlighted a need to consider whether the estate was fit for purpose 

and had asked for the vaccine plan and Primary Care Strategy to be 
shared when ready. The Chairman thanked partners for all the work they 

were doing.  
 

Resolved: 
1. That the general practice access update report and presentation be 

noted. 
2. That CCG share the Vaccine Plan, Primary Care Strategy and 

feedback from the Health Inequalities Survey with the Health and 

Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee when they were ready to 
share.    

3. That a further update on General Practice Access be included on the 
Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee work 

programme in 6 months. 
4. That an item be added to the work programme for 2022-23 relating 

to NHS estate.   
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54. Urgent and Emergency Care for Staffordshire and Stoke-on-
Trent 

 
The Director Staffordshire and Stoke on Trent STP introduced the item 

and advised that partners from Integrated Care System (ICS), Clinical 
Commissioning Group (CCG), West Midlands Ambulance Service (WMAS), 

University Hospitals Midlands North (UHMN), University Hospitals Derby 
and Burton (UHDB) and Royal Wolverhampton Trust (RWT) were in 

attendance to provide detail and context to the paper and to respond to 
questions relating to the current pressures across the system. 
 

The STP Director gave thanks and recognition to the amazing work that 
front line and support staff in all setting from across the system were 

providing at present, had continued to provide through the pandemic, and 
were now being asked to provide again to deliver the vaccination booster 

programme by 31 December 2021. He welcomed that Partners were 
working together to get the system right for residents across Staffordshire 

recognising the pressures on all levels.  
 
The STP Director advised the public that the NHS remained open, and 

that people should come forward and get the care they need. He gave 
assurance that NHS and Partners were working hard to address the 

system pressures and apologised for any delay or inconvenience the 
public were experiencing which may be leaving people in pain and 

discomfort while waiting for procedures and tests. He presented the 
partnership response to the current pressures across the system and 

explained that the report set out to move away from organisational 
boundaries and looked in detail at three key stages: pre-hospital, in 
hospital and discharge.   

 
The Chairman thanked the STP Director for the presentation and 

congratulated him on his recent appointment to Chief Executive of the 
Shropshire, Telford and Wrekin Integrated Care System (ICS). He 

thanked him for all the work he had done in Staffordshire over recent 
years and for bringing colleagues together around the table at this 

meeting. 
 
Committee noted the following comments and responses to questions: 

Pre-hospital: 
 A member indicated that people had a personal responsible to look 

after themselves and also suggested that hazard analysis critical 
control points could be looked at, such as gritting the streets when icy 

to avoid accidents occurring. 
 WMAS highlighted calls for ambulance and handover delays. 

o delays to handover patients at hospitals was a problem. At Royal 
Stoke Hospital 16% of time was lost compared to any other hospital 
in the area. The hospital was surrounded by rurality and there was 
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no other hospital close for ambulances to go to, particularly out of 
hours when Stafford A&E site was closed. It was confirmed that 

WMAS were not suggesting Stafford be open at night and that was 
not the message to take from this. 

o high number of calls were made for ambulance service was a 
concern, particularly when there was nowhere else to phone or get 

advice from in the middle of the night. People could be encouraged 
to try other services before requesting an ambulance, such as a call 

to 111 for advice. There was also positivity about the effectiveness 
of the Community Rapid Intervention Scheme (CRIS) in North 
Staffordshire reducing 2/3rds of calls entering hospital. 

o The closure of the community ambulance sites in North 
Staffordshire had been a difficult decision but had freed up 12 hrs of 

ambulance time on the road per day.     
 Acute Trusts challenge handover delay 

o UHMN – highlighted the challenges that the system was facing, 
workforce issues, the hospital was operating at 97-98% occupancy 

and was looking at ways to reduce that.  They were trying to 
support and work with WMAS to reduce waiting times and get 
ambulances back out on the road. 

o UHDB – Flow was critical and could have a problem at any point, 
pre-hospital, in hospital or discharge, all could be critical if any point 

started to fail the system would struggle. 
o RWT – workforce was the main challenge, ongoing issues and 

inability to recruit staff to all levels meant that they could not get 
the system working as they would like.  Issues faced at the front of 

the hospital were probably due to what is happening at the other 
end of the system, there were wards with medically fit for discharge 
patients that could not be released to the right place for them, 

safely. 
 Emergency Calls - Councillors and Councils could have a role to make 

public aware of the alternatives. Public may instinctively want a GP or 
dial 999, it was considered that people need information to tell  them 

where to go and how best to help themselves in an emergency.  
 The impact of conveyancing and waiting times on individuals was 

questioned.  WMAS advised that behind the data and numbers were 
individuals in individual circumstances. It was explained that there were 
different category calls: Category 1 –was a priority and the patient may 

be critical, a response time of 8 min 46 sec was averaged and 90% 
were reached under 15 minutes; Category 3, may be a frail elderly 

person who had fallen, but wait for up to 9 hours.  At this point after 9 
hours the patient may have other problems, pressure problems cold 

etc. The system challenge was to move people through the system as 
efficiently as possible to reduce the waiting times at the front end when 

waiting for an ambulance. 
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 It was explained that emergency ambulances do not transport patients 
for appointments and that patient transport ambulance are in a 

different category.   
 111 service was available to advise and help people navigate through 

the complex health system. Councillors agreed the need to promote 
111, support and promote community resilience and infra structure and 

to mobilise the voluntary and community sector to support and work 
alongside the services.  

 Members questioned how many patients were conveyanced into acute 
hospital that should not be: 
o WMAS response was the numbers were not large. It was explained 

that paramedics had to cover a wide range of illnesses, they have 
to make the decision whether to take people in or leave them at 

home, they had to be risk averse but not so much that they take 
everyone in. Conveyance level was at 37%.   

o UHMN Acute –WMAS take people to Royal Stoke because there was 
no other place to take them overnight. Work was to be done on 

alternative providers and engaging with WMAS to have 
conversation with CRIS to reduce conveyance to Royal Stoke. The 
winter plan work included accessing community services from the 

ambulance and from the front door and looking at patient transfer 
to Vocare directly rather than through the Royal Stoke process. 

o Community hospital services and the CRIS service supporting 
people to stay at home, working on preventative pathway frailty 

and falls to reduce the number of people being conveyed to 
hospital. They were also looking at services as an alternative to 

emergency department, such as the walk-in centre at Haywood 
and the minor injury unit. 

o WMAS advised that delays could not be avoided, however the 

advice to people in a category 3 call had been changed to take 
account that excess delay could cause complications, patients were 

now advised to eat, drink, keep warm and if they could be moved 
safely then do.  

o The need to mobilise all available resources and to get 
neighbourhoods and communities involved to help, look after 

elderly and vulnerable neighbours was highlighted.   
 Members questioned how many 999 calls were essential and how could 

demand of walk-ins at A&E be reduced 

o An important message to the public was that there is no blame or 
being apportioned if a member of public needed the service, they 

should not delay contacting NHS services. If there was a genuine 
emergency the public needed to know how to get the right 

support.  
o 999 calls and ambulances needed to be for the right people at the 

right time. The 111 service was a gateway to talk to a clinician 
about their issue and to find the right service for them.  This could 
be online, phone, 111 app or to access a 111 kiosk at an 
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emergency centre. The 111 service had extended to meet need so 
that people can be seen nearer to home, in a pharmacy or in their 

community if they do not need to go to A&E.  
In hospital:  

 The ICS is not involved in any discussions about Nightingale hospitals in 
Staffordshire. The travel time for Staffordshire & Stoke on Trent 

residents to Manchester or Birmingham ruled it out and conversations 
with hospitals determined that demand would be managed locally. 

 When do partners anticipate seeing the impact and change as a result 
of the initiatives?  
o The challenge for acute hospital trusts with recruitment was a 

national issue, for nursing vacancies everyone was searching in the 
same pool and there was no benefit in people moving from one 

provider to another. UHMN was also looking for consultants 
through targeted recruitment. There would be extra staff needed 

to come out of recovery following winter pressures. 
o An immediate pressure was staff sickness, the staff group were 

suffering from fatigue, they had worked on adrenaline and goodwill 
which was incredibly tiring.  

o Other issues highlighted were the difficulty to recruit when deal ing 

with level of aggression from the public and other organisations 
paying more for home care workers and other roles. 

o The recruitment of home care workers and of registered nurses was 
an issue for community nursing, the demand for therapy, 

increased level of deconditioning and supporting people post Covid. 
 In terms of mental health and wellbeing offer for staff, hospitals had a 

good system wide offer and individual uptake had been good, there was 
capacity for people reaching out to use the support available. At UHMN 
there had been bespoke programmes for critical care staff the impact of 

high number of deaths had been significant. In the Community the 
backlog of work had impacted on staff enthusiasm, and some did not 

feel they were able to deliver their best at the moment. 
 A Member welcomed that partners had recognised the issues and were 

looking to fix the system. He voiced admiration for them, and the way 
system partners were working together to maximise capacity and 

consider the alternatives to address the pressures and deliver the 
services. The STP Director appreciated the comments made and asked 
that provider colleagues pass this recognition back to their 

organisations and staff on and in support of the frontline. 
Discharge 

 Committee was given assurance that there was sufficient winter surge 
bed capacity: 

o Community hospital had temporarily opened additional beds at 
Cheadle hospital which had opened up more capacity at Haywood 

Hospital over winter. Discharge to Assess (D2A) home care beds 
had commissioned more capacity as rehabilitation facility at care 
homes up and down the County, and framework in place with 27 
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beds in care homes plus; additional beds could be purchased on a 
patient by patient basis. There was also Home First surge 

capacity however the challenge was that these were taken up due 
to lack of domiciliary care in the community. 

o Acute hospitals:  there were 3 winter wards at Stoke hospital and 
1 ward at County hospital; Pressure wards at RWT were open and 

at UHDB winter wards were open and hoping to open some more 
community hospitals beds to relieve the pressures.  

 
The Chair thanked STP Director for a clear and concise report and 
summarised main messages.  

 The benefits of CRIS in the North Staffordshire area and the 
opportunity to roll CRIS out further. 

 Opportunity to look at different landscape it would be helpful to see 
the system wide action plan that sits behind today’s discussion. 

 Committee recognise the issues and that partners system wide were 
working together and want to solve the problem and not lay blame at 

any one organisation  
 The call to work together for all residents of Staffordshire. 
 

The Chairman thanked all partners for their ongoing contribution and for 
everything they were doing. 

 
Resolved: 

 
1. That the update report be received and noted. 

2. That the System Wide Action Plan be shared with the members  
 
55. Home Care Update 

 
The Health and Care Cabinet Member introduced the report. She indicated 

that system pressures and recruitment of staff were an issue in home 

care which had already been referred to in the meeting today. She 

highlighted that there was also a 20% increase in demand for home care 

services and a backlog of assessments for homecare which was having 

impact on the individuals, on discharge from hospital, home first service 

and beyond. She advised that work was ongoing to look at the issues and 

that more strategic work was being done with regards to recruitment and 

retention to secure more home care staffs in the immediate, medium, and 

long term. 

The Director of Health and Care advised that the twin pressures of rising 

demand for home care and challenges with the workforce were national 

problems.  The 20% increase in demand since July had created pressure 

in terms of supply workforce and it was getting more difficult to recruit 

staff to address the backlog and to increase homecare supply. He 

confirmed that Staffordshire County Council (SCC) was working closely 
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with NHS colleagues to address issues and that it had received £2.8 

million from NHS which would go out to care providers to fund loyalty 

schemes over the winter period.  There was also an additional £162m 

government fund for home care, of which SCC share was £2.5m.   

The following comments and responses to members questions were 

noted: 

Outline of development of career pathways 

 The mitigations in the paper were short term, in the medium and 

longer term the intention was to encourage people into the care sector 

following a career path. Start in a care role, develop skills and training 

opportunities; potentially link with an NHS role and develop more 

knowledge and skills training. The object was to attract new people 

into the sector.  

 The development of the pathway was in early stages and possibly 6-9 

months away from piloting with a few hundred staff members. The 

proposal was to develop different pathways to trial and evaluate to 

develop over time. 

 Health and Care work closely with the NHS, recognising that both had 

a role in the joint care of vulnerable people, there was recognition of 

need to work closely and potentially develop joint care career paths.  

 The Council would continue to plan for the future, working and 

supporting various providers but also trying new things, providing the 

best services with the resources we have. 

 To make a career in care the report refers to grants for training. The 

further education offer had changed recently, grants and training loans 

were available for people of any age. The County Council would take 

the lead on the career pathway, and an outline project plan had been 

drafted and considered by Cabinet to develop a career path linked to 

relevant qualifications.  There would be a period working with partners 

and providers and a period of finding out what would attract people to a 

career pathway which would be part of the project plan. The Cabinet 

Member for Health and Care would work with the Cabinet Member for 

Skills and Economy to create a career pathway that attracts people into 

the profession and work together to raise the profile and the status of 

care workers.  

 The Chairman suggested Members who had governor roles on schools 

and colleges raise the opportunity for a career in the care profession 

with educational professionals.  

 

How many packages of care were handed back?  

 Ordinarily numbers were low, this may be where there were issues 

between the provider and the individual and they did not want to 

continue the arrangement.  If home care providers fail, care packages 
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were handed back, the packages were transferred to other providers.  

 

Maximising capacity  

 about 46,000 care hours were currently being commissioned and we 
need to use these to best effect through flexible call times.  If call  

times are very specific, they were difficult to resource, providers have 
more flexibility where they indicate morning afternoon and night. 

Where possible people’s preferences were accommodated.  
 New capacity was about recruiting new staff and creating additional 

hours.  An additional service was being created in North Staffordshire 

and Stoke on Trent and provided by Stoke on Trent City Council 

outreaching into Staffordshire.  Recruiting additional staff would create 

additional capacity alleviates pressures and backlog on home first and 

gets people out of hospital. The critical constraint was the supply of 

staff and Stoke on Trent CC were trying to recruit at this time. The aim 

was for people to move into the homecare sector. 

 

Different pay rates  

 The Council has two standard rates for home care staff, one standard 

and one to reflect rural aspects. 93 % were commissioned on these two 

rates, in addition some non-contracted providers 7% were used. The 

risk of underdeveloped safeguarding process with non-contracted 

providers was mitigated by keeping contact with them, have regular 

conversations, the normal QA processes do not apply because they are 

out of contract.   

 There was a difference in pay between NHS homecare providers and 

the 2 Local Authorities and incentives to encourage carers not to move 

from one service to the other. More new people were needed in care 

roles. 

 

Resolved: 
 

1. That the update report be received and noted the actions being 
implemented to support the sector and increase capacity, especially 

over the Winter period 
 

The Chair thanked all officers and partners for their attendance and 

contributions at the meeting today.  He welcomed the seniority of 

witnesses and expertise in the room, the strong partnership approach to 

consider system pressures and how the three conversations in the 

meeting today were interlinked and clearly highlighted the knock-on 

effects of pressures in the system as we move into the Winter period.  
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The Chair thanked committee for their endeavours over the past twelve 

months and wished them a good Christmas break with family and friends 

and to come back refreshed for the work that lay ahead. 

 
 
 

 
Chairman 
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Local Members Interest 

 N/A 

 
Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

  Monday 31 January 2022 
 

Integrated Care System (ICS) update 
 

Recommendation(s)  

 
I recommend that: 
 
a. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee note the change in the timeline. 
 
b. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee note the developments in appointments to 

the NHS Integrated Care Board (ICB). 

 
Report holder: Peter Axon: Interim Chief Executive Designate ICB 

 

Summary 
 
What is the Overview and Scrutiny Committee being asked to do and why? 
 
The Overview and Scrutiny Committee is asked to note the developments in the 
creation of the ICS, which includes the Integrated Care Partnership (ICP) and the 
NHS ICB. The details in this paper refer to the refreshed timeline and recruitment to 
the NHS ICB. 

 

Report 
 
Background  

 
1.       ICS Transition Update:  

 
1.1 The Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent ICS transition arrangements over the 

last couple of months have taken a number of significant steps forward on the 
journey to be formally established in July 2022. This paper summarises 
progress across a small number of key areas, namely – 

• ICS establishment revised timescales 

• Board appointments 

• ICP and ICP strategy development  
 
2.        ICS Timeline  

2.1 On the 24th December 2021 a letter was received from Mark Cubbon, Chief 
Delivery Officer of NHS England and NHS Improvement (NHSE/I), detailing the 
new target date of 1st July 2022 for the establishment of the statutory ICSs, this 
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is to allow sufficient time for the remaining parliamentary stages of the Health 
and Care Bill.  It is expected that there will be a national ICS establishment 
timeline agreed and published by the end of January 2022.  

 
2.2 This new target date will provide some extra flexibility as we prepare for the 

new statutory arrangements and manage our immediate priorities in the 
pandemic response, while maintaining our momentum towards more effective 
system working. 

 
2.3 An implementation date of 1st July 2022 means the current statutory 

arrangements will remain in place until then, with the first quarter of 2022/23 
serving as a continued preparatory period. 

 
2.4 Within Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent, the aim is to continue along our 

current trajectory with a plan to operate as a Shadow ICB from April 2022.   
 

3.        NHS ICB Board Development 

3.1 During November, following the national advert for the NHS ICB Chief 
Executive Post, Peter Axon has been appointed as the Interim ICB Chief 
Executive Designate. Following this appointment, the process for the 
recruitment to the Board Executive and Non-Executive posts has commenced, 
so that we have the capacity and capability to undertake the functions of the 
ICB.  

 
3.2 The Non-Executive Directors posts were advertised nationally during 

December 2021 and the interviews took place on the 12th/13th January 2022, 
and it is expected that the other ICB Executive Board designate roles will be 
advertised in January 2022 ensuring that a fully appointed Board of Executive 
and Non-Executives will be established during March 2022 (noting that there 
may be a lead time / notice period for some Executive posts). 

 
3.3 Each ICB is required to have a constitution and the Bill sets out proposed 

statutory and mandatory requirements of what must be included, there are 
sections which are able to be localised, such as ICB Board composition, 
nomination and selection criteria, and terms of office. 

 
3.4 In order to localise those key elements, the ICB leadership undertook a two-

phase engagement approach; the first relating to the Board composition and 
the second covering the other elements of the ICB constitution, this was 
concluded on the 2nd December 2021.  

 
3.5 Through the second phase more detailed feedback was received and points of 

clarification on a number of areas sort, which have since been reflected in the 
revised draft version of the constitution which was submitted to NHSE/I on 3rd 
December 2021.  

 
3.6 The summary feedback received and reflected within the draft submission 

includes: 
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• Board Membership, further consideration was given to the number of NHS 
Provider Trust / Foundation Trust (FT) Board members.  

• Further clarification was included with regards to the Deputy arrangements 
for partner members, the time commitment for partner members, and 
delegation arrangements for the committees and sub committees.  

 
3.7 NHSE/I provided feedback to the ICB leadership team during December on the 

constitution, and a few minor amendments were made. There will be further 
opportunities to make amendments to the constitution in the final quarter of 
2021/22.  
 

3.8 Note: The draft constitution describes two places on the ICB for Local 
Authorities. It is anticipated that these will be filled by Staffordshire County 
Council and Stoke-on-Trent City Council Chief Executive Officers.  

 
4.        ICP Development   

 

4.1     Within the design requirements of all ICSs is the establishment of an ICP. This 

group has accountability for the approval and oversight of an Integrated Care 

Strategy that spans Health and Social Care. NHS guidance regarding this 

indicates that such a strategy is required to be in place by March 2023. 

 

4.2     A substantial amount of work has already taken place to support the creation 

of this document including the recent approval of City and County level Health 

and Wellbeing Board medium term strategies. Plans are being developed to 

determine how we approach the interim period up to March 2023 to best align 

existing system wide strategic objectives with ICB work plans for the next 

twelve months.  

 

4.3     To support longer term planning, an inaugural ICP meeting is expected to 

occur shortly following the establishment of the ICS in July 2022. This will 

be a developmental session to support the effective running of future 

meetings and to socialise the process in place to deliver key objectives for 

2022/23 and the evolution of our broader strategy commencing in April 

2023.  

List of Background Documents/Appendices:  
 
Presentation will be provided on the day 

 

Contact Details 
. 

Interim Chief Executive Designate ICB: Peter Axon 
Report Author:   Kirsten Owen 
Job Title:    Programme Director - Special projects 
Telephone No.:   01785 854166 
E-Mail Address:             Kirsten.owen2@staffstokeccgs.nhs.uk  
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Local Members Interest 

 N/A 

 

Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
Monday 31st January 2022 

 
Phase 3 Covid vaccination update 

 
1.  Recommendation/s 
 

1.1 To consider the information provided and comment on the ongoing work taking place 
across Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent’s COVID-19 Vaccination Programme for 
phase 3 and to update on progress since September 2021.  

 
Report of NHS Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Clinical Commissioning Groups 
(CCGs) 
 

Summary 
 
2.  What is the Select Committee being asked to do and why? 
 
2.1  To consider the information provided and to provide feedback on the COVID-19 

Vaccination Programme 
 

2.2 To consider the information provided and comment on the next steps in delivery. 
 

 

Report 
 
3.  Background 
 
3.1 This is the biggest vaccination programme the NHS has ever undertaken. We want to 

start, again, by thanking our partners for the continued support they have provided to 
enable the huge success the local system has seen. Throughout the winter our system 
partners including Primary Care Networks (PCNs) and Community Pharmacies were 
asked to step up capacity above and beyond that already provided to provide boosters 
to all eligible patients in December 2021 – due to the widespread of the Omicron 
Variant in December. Our sites set up additional capacity throughout Christmas and 
New Year.  

 
3.2 To date 647,262 patients across Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent have received their 

booster, of an eligible population of 781,994. Current uptake is at 82.9% across 
Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent. Regionally, we are joint 3rd across the Midlands for 
uptake, against a regional average of 79%.  
 

3.3 Since the September 2021 Report, the 12-15 year old programme has been stepped 
up across Secondary Schools across Staffordshire, current uptake for 1st doses of this 
cohort is 54.1% across Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent. The school aged 
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immunisation service at Midlands Partnership NHS Foundation Trust (MPFT) School 
Age Immunisation Service (SAIS) have supported the roll out at schools. Alongside the 
SAIS offer, some PCNs and Community Pharmacies across Staffordshire have also 
been assured to vaccinate 12-15’s and have been supporting with mop-up clinics. 
Daniel Platt Site, Tunstall is also offering walk in clinics to 12-15’s. The Joint 
Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation (JCVI) announced that 12-15’s will 
receive a second dose and the SAIS have stepped up their in school plan to deliver 
this on the 11th January 2021.   

 
3.4 For Care Homes, the current uptake across Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent for 

Booster Vaccinations is 84%. The CCG are working with Local Authority Colleagues to 
look at any outlier Care Homes and to look at any potential barriers or issues. By the 
end of January 2022, we would like to see as a system this increasing to 90% as per 
2nd dose figures.  

 
3.5 The JCVI have recommended that 5-11 year old Clinically Extremely Vulnerable (CEV) 

patients are to receive one dose of COVID-19 Vaccine. We are still awaiting further 
guidance, Patient group directions (PGD’s) and National Protocols to be issued. It is 
anticipated that this will be an out of school offer, delivered by PCNs. PCNs were 
asked to opt out by 14th January.  

 
3.6 Inequalities remains to be a priority of the Vaccination Programme as we continue to 

move through the Phases. The Equalities group which is made up of representatives 
from Public Health, MPFT, Fire Service, Local Authorities and CCG, is currently 
reviewing their priorities and approach as we approach 12 months of the programme. 
Looking at what has worked well and how to refresh the approach moving forwards.  

 
3.7 Staffordshire & Stoke-on-Trent Integrated Care System (ICS) and the Staffordshire Fire 

and Rescue Service have been shortlisted for the Health Service Journal (HSJ) 
Partnership awards, for most impactful project addressing health inequalities. This is 
for the Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Vaccination programme and the partnership 
working that has taken place to allow local communities ease of access to Vaccines 
and helping to break down vaccine hesitancy.  

 
4.  Understanding service change and service changes that have happened:  
 
4.1 The upcoming service changes and focus of the COVID-19 vaccination 

programme is as follows: 
 

• Cohorts 10, 11 & 12 – Booster uptake remains low for this cohort. We are working with 
our Communications Team and sites to put on later walk in clinics for ease of access. 
Targeted Vaccination Team have pulled together their schedule for January 2022 
looking at Middle Super Output Area (MSOA) data provided by Public Health 
Colleagues;  
 

• 12-15 2nd Doses – The in-school offer provided by SAIS commenced on 11th January, 
with all Secondary Schools across the area scheduled. 1st Doses will also be available 
for those not yet vaccinated; 

 

• 5-11 CEV year old 1st doses – National Guidance and PGD is awaited to allow for the 
vaccination of these patients. It is anticipated this will be an out of school offer provided 
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by PCNs. 8 sites across Staffordshire have opted out of providing this to date and we 
will look in to alternative provision to ensure equity across Staffordshire and Stoke-on-
Trent;  

 

• Immunosuppressed 4th Doses – Work is taking place in PCNs to identify eligible 
patients for 4th doses alongside existing hospital hubs also vaccinating those identified 
by consultants;  

 

• PCNs serving Notice – 3 PCNs have served notice on delivering the COVID-19 
Vaccination Programme; Samuel Johnson Hospital – Lichfield PCN,  Codsall Satellite 
Clinic – Seisdon PCN and Kingston Centre – Stafford and Surrounds PCNs. Samuel 
Johnson site will be replaced by clinics delivered by the neighbouring Burntwood PCN 
and through 2 new pharmacy providers in Lichfield. The Kingston Centre is now being 
operated by Cornwells Chemist so service provision remains for Stafford area.  2 new 
pharmacy sites & a PCN clinic at Brewood Medical Practice will mitigate any gaps in 
the Seisdon Peninsula.  

 
5.   Material service change  
 
5.1  Phase 3 continues to be delivered in a similar way as phases 1 and 2, with PCN sites, 

Community Pharmacy sites, Targeted Vaccination Team and the inclusions of the SAIS 
to deliver the 12-15 year old programme.  
 

5.2 Work is taking place to understand future planning assumptions and to look at potential 
JCVI recommendations. A system wide workshop is being organised in February 2022 
to look back at the programme over the past 12 months, reflect on the current model 
and to explore what a sustainable future programme could look like. Planning 
assumptions being looked at include; 4th Dose for most vulnerable, 2nd Boosters for the 
whole population, and Flu and Covid Planning from September 2022.   

 
5.3 The current operating model for the COVID-19 Vaccination Programme is set out 

below:  
 

• 20 PCN Sites;   

• 13 Community Pharmacy sites; 

• 1 Vaccination Centre – This will remain as Tunstall in Stoke on Trent;  

• 1 Mobile Vaccination Team; 

• Hospital Hubs – University Hospital North Midlands (UHNM) & Combined Healthcare 
will work from Royal Stoke to vaccinate their workforce. MPFT will operate from St 
Georges Hospital site. There will also be a site ran by University Hospitals Derbyshire 
& Burton (UHDB) from the Queens Hospital site in Burton and the 2 community 
hospitals in Tamworth & Lichfield; 

• School Age Immunisation Service 
 
6.   Understanding experiences during COVID-19 
 
6.1  Throughout the programme we have continued to engage with all our partners and hold 

a fortnightly Programme Board, chaired by the Senior Responsible Officer Neil Carr. 
This reviews the progress of the programme, any feedback from patients, providers, 
stakeholders and has a dedicated section on the agenda for lessons learnt. The 
programme is underpinned by an extensive communications programme which fully 
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engages with the public to ensure all the correct messages, feedback and experiences 
are being captured and responded to where required.  

 
7.  Transformation programme 
 
7.1   Although this is in response to a public health emergency, the system response and 

collaboration shown from all partners, has demonstrated how successful integration 
can be and will support future transformation programmes within the system.  
 

8.   Summary 
 
8.1  The latest position on the Covid-19 Vaccination Programme will be presented at the 

committee.  
 

9.  Link to Trust’s or Shared Strategic Objectives –  
 
9.1 The NHS is in a level 4 Major Incident.  
 
10.   Link to Other Overview and Scrutiny Activity  
 
10.1  The committee has been receiving regular updates relating the vaccination 

programme during the pandemic.  
 
11.  Community Impact 
 
11.1  This is in response to a public health emergency.  
 
12.  Contact Officer 
. 

Mel Mahon – Head of Vaccination Programme Staffordshire& Stoke on Trent  

Address/e-mail:  melanie.mahon@staffsstokeccgs.nhs.uk 

 
13. Appendices/Background papers 
 
Presentation will be provided on the day. 
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Local Members Interest 

N/A 

 
Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
Monday 31 January 2022 

 

Integrated Care Hubs  
 
Recommendation(s)  

 
I recommend that: 

 

a. The Committee note the update provided on integrated care hubs  
 

Report of: 
Clare Neill, Associate Director of Communications and Strategic 

Partnerships. 
 

Summary 
 
What is the Overview and Scrutiny Committee being asked to do 

and why? 
 

The attached slide pack provides an update on Integrated Care Hubs.  
This is being presented at the request of Midlands Partnership NHS 

Foundation Trust who will be in attendance at the meeting to respond to 
members questions.   

 
Background  

 
North Staffordshire and Stoke-on-Trent Clinical Commissioning Groups 

undertook a 14 week public consultation between December 2018 and 
March 2019. 

This informed a decision-making business case, which resulted in the plan 

to introduce Integrated Care Hubs across North Staffordshire.  
Four hubs will be developed in:  

1. Leek Moorlands Hospital 
2. Bradwell Hospital 

3. Haywood Hospital 

4. Longton  

The implementation of that decision is being led by Midlands Partnership 
NHS Foundation Trust.   
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Integrated Care Hubs 
 

Health and social care teams from different organisations will work 
alongside each other in an integrated care hub to ensure individuals 

receive joined-up care; supporting the general physical, mental health,  
social care needs and overall well-being of local residents. This will include 

working with partners, and voluntary and third sector organisations. 
 

The committee will receive a presentation that sets out the model under-
pinning the hubs, the steps in the journey toward integrated care, the 

services likely to be included in a hub and it will introduce the concept of 

spokes; a smaller base from which services will be delivered. An indicative 
timetable is also set out.  

 
 

Contact Details 
 

 

Report Author:  Clare Neill 
Job Title: Director of Communications and Strategic Partnerships  

Telephone No.:   0300 790 7000 
E-Mail Address:  clare.neill@mpft.nhs.uk 
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Integrated Care Hubs
Delivering co-ordinated care for the people of Staffordshire & Stoke-on-Trent

Adam McKeown
Operations Director
MPFT
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The living well model
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The journey towards integrated care 

Health and social 
care teams will be 

co-located in 
integrated care 

hubs 

Staff support and 
training to deliver 

‘whole person’ 
approach to care

Streamlined 
access and triage 

Stronger 
relationships with 

Primary Care 
Networks, wider 

organisations and 
community 

Integrated care 
record and shared 

IT systems
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Each hub will 
offer

Long-term condition specific 
services, including specialist 
nursing, rehabilitation, 
education and therapies

Mental health services, 
including memory clinic, 
dementia services and 
mental health care of the 
elderly consultant input

Frailty provision, including care of the 
elderly consultant in-reach, falls 
services, specialist therapies, 
palliative care teams and care 
home support

Intermediate care, including Home 
First, therapies and community 
wellbeing teams

Specific 
services

Community nursing 
incorporating district nursing 
and community matrons

Specialist nursing – respiratory, 
diabetes, heart failure

Pulmonary rehabilitation

Home oxygen

Occupational therapy

Physiotherapy (with wider 
Musculo Skeletal (MSK) 
spokes)
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Patient, 
Carer, Family,
Community

Primary care network

Community Care
Hubs and Spokes

Secondary Care : Hospital care

Specialist 
Nursing
Diabetes 
Respiratory
Heart failure
Wound care

General
Drs and 
Nurses 
with 
special 
interests 

General
Therapists and 
professionals 

Specialist 
Therapists
Diabetes 
Respiratory
Heart failure
Musculoskeletal
Mental Health
Wellbeing  
Rehabilitation 

Staying well 
professionals 

Staying well 
professionals and 
volunteers

Community
Nursing, Mental Health
and Social Care 
Teams

Community 
connectors

Social support 
services

Each 

integrated 

care hub will 

have spokes

A spoke is a smaller base 

from which services will be 

delivered
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Where will we start?
Long Term 
Conditions: 
Diabetes, 

Respiratory,

Heart Failure

Community nurse 
clinics e.g. wound 

care

Musculoskeletal 
services

Our integrated service offer will begin with a focus on 

the design and implementation of multi-disciplinary 

team (MDT) clinics in relation to 

• Long Term Conditions (LTC), 

• Community Nursing/Wound Care and

• Musculoskeletal services
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Why we chose long term conditions  

* POPPI v13.0 May 2020. 
www.poppi.org.uk data 
sources: Institute of Public 
Care (IPC) and ONS . Crown 
copyright 2018. 

2020 2030

762 more people with bronchitis or emphysema
(8% increase by 2025, 19% increase by 2030)

15377 more people with cardiovascular disease
(10% increase by 2025, 20% increase by 2030)

4994 more people with dementia
(14% increase by 2025, 31% increase by 2030)

2437 hospital admissions following a fall
(15% increase by 2025, 33% increase by 2030)

5393 more people with diabetes
(7% increase by 2025, 18% increase by 2030)

12828 more people who are obese
(7% increase by 2025, 18% increase by 2030)

72688 85516

29858 35291

7457 9894

16296 21290

76247 91624

4060 4822

3802 more people with depression
(8% increase by 2025, 19% increase by 2030)

20538 24340
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Indicative programme phases & 
timelines 
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Keeping communities informed

• Web page created: North Staffordshire Integrated Care Hubs :: 
Midlands Partnership Foundation Trust (mpft.nhs.uk)

• Small working groups to help shape the offer provided by each 
integrated care hubs

P
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Local Members Interest 

N/A 

 

Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee - 
Monday 31 January 2022 
 
Care Home Update 
 

Recommendations  
 
a. I recommend that the Committee consider the challenges and support to 

care homes during the Covid pandemic, as well as longer term 
commissioning initiatives.  

 
Report of Cllr Julia Jessel, Cabinet Member for Health and Care 

 
Summary 

 
1. Care homes have faced a number of challenges during the Covid 

pandemic, and the Council has provided a range of support. Longer term 

the Council has a range of commissioning initiatives underway in order 
to achieve our strategic objectives. This report provides Overview and 

Scrutiny with an update on the care home sector. Further detail is 
available in the report to Cabinet of September 2021. 

 
Overview 

 
2. There are 251 care homes registered with the Care Quality Commission 

(CQC) with 8011 beds in Staffordshire. A relatively high proportion at 

20% are rated by the CQC as “requires improvement” or “inadequate”.  
 

3. The Council funds 3242 care home placements, just over 2,202 in 
residential homes and 1,220 in nursing homes, and around 80% within 

Staffordshire. The remaining beds in county are commissioned by the 
NHS, other local authorities, or occupied by self-funders.  A breakdown 

of Council funded placements by client group and location is shown in 
Table 1.  

 

Table 1: Council funded care home placements 
 

Location  In county  Out of county  Total  

Older people  2,212  423 2,635 

Physical disability  79 41 120 

Learning disability  237 158 395 

Mental health  61 31 92 

Total  2589 653 3242 
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Challenges during the Covid pandemic 

 
4. Care homes and their staff have worked tirelessly throughout the 

pandemic to maintain care for some of the most vulnerable people in the 
county. Overall, they have provided the best possible care under 

incredibly challenging circumstances. Care homes have had to introduce 
new infection and prevention control measures, including isolation and 

restrictions on visiting, and despite these many have had outbreaks of 
Covid. The impact on the mental and emotional well-being of residents 
and staff has been considerable. Care homes are currently experiencing 

a fresh wave of cases due to the Omicron variant.  
 

5. Care homes have faced a range of challenges to maintaining care and 
financial sustainability during the pandemic: 

 
a. Management of Covid outbreaks. In the event of outbreaks care 

homes are required under Government guidance to place restrictions 
on activities, visiting, and new admissions, typically for 14 days. This 
affects quality of life for residents and the home’s ability to take 

hospital discharges.  
 

b. Recruitment and retention of staff. This was a challenge prior to 
the arrival of Covid and has been exacerbated by the pandemic, as 

well as by national workforce shortages. There were concerns that the 
requirement for vaccination as a condition of deployment would lead 

to a reduction in the number of staff. However, in Staffordshire this 
has been well managed and there has not been a significant net loss. 
98% of care home staff have had two doses of vaccination as required 

by regulations, with 48% having had a booster dose.  Recruitment and 
retention does however remain challenging, with care homes reporting 

few applicants for posts.  
 

c. Reduction in staffing levels due to the requirement to isolate. 
When Covid cases rates have been high, such as currently, a significant 

number of staff must isolate because they have symptoms and/or test 
positive. This is on top of underlying high vacancy rates. This leaves 
care homes reliant on agency staff and on occasion having to seek 

assistance from the Council to maintain safe care. 
 

d. Reduced occupancy. By September 2021 average occupancy in 
Staffordshire had fallen to 77% compared to the 85% on which 

providers typically base their planning and financial forecasting. This 
has now risen to 83% following a surge in demand over winter.  

 
e. Increased operating costs. Care homes face increased operating 

costs due to inflation, the need to pay competitive wages in the contact 
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of recruitment and retention challenges, and enhanced infection 

prevention and control standards. During the pandemic these have 
been met by a series of non-recurrent grants from Government, as set 

out in Table 2, with further grants expected during the remainder of 
2021/22.  

 
Table 2: non-recurrent funding from Government grants  

(sums paid sums to care homes at January 22) 

Grant  Amount (£m)  

Emergency funding  7.276  

Infection Control Fund 1,2,3 & 4  14.811  

Community Testing Fund  0.001  

Rapid Testing Fund 1,2,3  4.573  

Workforce Capacity Grant  0.772  

Infection Control Fund 5 0.881 

Rapid Testing Fund 4 0.625 

Vaccination Grant 0.059 

Recruitment and Retention Fund  0.165 

Total  29.163  

 
Support for care homes during the Covid pandemic 

 
6. The Council has supported care homes throughout the pandemic with: 

 
a. Advice and guidance, including to support management of outbreaks; 

b. Supplies of personal protective equipment; 
c. Infection control expertise and training; 
d. Recruitment resources; 

e. Emergency staffing; 
f. Support to improve quality from our Quality Assurance and Provider 

Improvement and Response Teams; 
g. Access to mental well-being support; and 

h. Distribution of Government grants. 
 

Longer term commissioning initiatives  
 
7. The Council’s overall strategic objectives from commissioning care 

homes are:  
 

a. Improving the quality of care homes in Staffordshire. This is primarily 
measured by the proportion of care homes rated by the Care Quality 

Commission (CQC) as ‘outstanding’ or ‘good’ with a target to reach the 
England average within the next 3-5 years. 
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b. Ensuring timely access to care home placements when required. This 

is measured by the proportion of placements sourced to timescale with 
a target of 85% overall.  

 
c. Ensuring affordability of care home placements, such that Council is 

paying a fair price, achieving value for money, and that overall 
expenditure does not exceed the budget. This is measured by the 

average price of placements with a target that this increases only by 
the cost of inflation and that variation in price is reduced. 

 

8. A range of commissioning initiatives are underway in order to achieve 
these: 

 
a. Development of additional Council owned nursing home 

capacity. The Councils continue to explore the business case for 
building two new Council owned nursing homes with a report  

 
b. Quality improvement. The Council is continuing and strengthening 

quality improvement work, including support for recruitment and 

retention, working closely with the NHS. Where care homes are 
repeatedly identified by CQC as below regulatory standards and unable 

to demonstrate a capacity for sustained improvement despite support, 
the Council will consider whether it can continue to make new 

placements as well as moving residents where this is in their interests 
on a balance of risks. 

 
c. Guide prices. The Council will develop guide prices to give a clear 

indication of the price it is prepared to pay for care home placements. 

These will assist implementation of the Fair Cost of Care required by 
People at the Heart of Care: adult social care reform white paper. The 

expectation is that these will reduce variance in care home prices. 
 

d. Procurement and contracting. The Council will continue with a 
dynamic purchasing system (DPS) to make individual placements. 

However the expectation is for a phased increase in the number of 
block booked beds and for the volume of placements made by DPS to 
decrease. Options for procurement and contracting of complex 

residential and nursing home placements will be considered.  
 

e. Use of technology. The Council continues to promote innovation 
including:  

 
i. Reminiscence Interactive Therapy Activities which improve the 

experience of people with dementia and frees-up staff time.  
ii. Oxevision which allows monitoring of multiple rooms at one time, 

reducing infection risk and freeing-up staff time.  
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iii. Others such as pressure and falls mats, iPads, video-calling 

platforms, electronic care records and electronic assessments.  
 

Link to Strategic Plan  
 

9. Be healthier and independent for longer. 
 

Link to Other Overview and Scrutiny Activity 
 

10. Considerations of demand pressures on the NHS. 

 
List of Background Documents/Appendices:  

 
N/A 

 

Contact Details 
 
Assistant Director: Andrew Jepps  

 
Report Author: Helen Trousdale 

Job Title: Lead Commissioner  
E-Mail Address: helen.trousdale@staffordshire.gov.uk 
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Local Members Interest 

N/A 

 

Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee - 
Monday 31 January 2022 

 

District and Borough Health Scrutiny Activity  
 
Recommendation  

 
I recommend that: 

 
a. The report be received, and consideration be given to any matters 

arising from the Health Scrutiny activity being undertaken by the 
Staffordshire District and Borough Councils, as necessary. 

 

Summary 
 

1. The Committee receives updates at each meeting to consider any 
matters arising from the Health Scrutiny activity being undertaken by the 

Staffordshire District and Borough Councils. 
 

Background  
 

2. The Health and Social Care Act 2001 confers on local authorities with 
social services functions powers to undertake scrutiny of health matters. 

The County Council currently have responsibility for social services 

functions but, to manage health scrutiny more effectively, they have 
agreed with the eight District/Borough Councils in the County to operate 

joint working arrangements.   
 

3. Each District/Borough Council has a committee in which holds the remit 
for health scrutiny matters that have a specifically local theme. The 

Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee will continue to deal 
with matters that impact on the whole or large parts of the County and 

that require wider debate across Staffordshire. 
 

4. District and Borough Councils each have a representative from the 
County Council Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee as a 

member of the relevant committee with remit for health scrutiny 
matters. The County Councillors will update the District and Borough 

Councils on matters considered by the Health and Care Overview and 

Scrutiny Committee. A summary of matters considered by this 
committee is circulated to District and Borough Councils for information.  
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5. It is anticipated that the District and Borough Councillors who are 
members of this committee will present the update of matters 

considered at the District and Borough committees to the Health and 
Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee. 

  
6. The following is a summary of the health scrutiny activity which has been 

undertaken at the District/Borough Council level since the last meeting of 
the Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 29 November 

2021.  
 

7. Cannock Chase District Council 

 
Cannock Chase’s Health and Wellbeing Scrutiny Committee last met on 

30 November 2021. 
 

Date next meeting: 23 March 2022 
 

8. East Staffordshire Borough Council 
 

East Staffordshire Borough Council’s Scrutiny Community Regeneration, 
Environment and Health and Well Being Committee met on 15 December 

2021  
 

Date next meeting: 26 January 2022 
 

9.Lichfield District Council 

 
Lichfield District Council’s Overview and Scrutiny Committee last met on 

20 January 2022.  
 

Date of next meeting: 17 March 2022 
 

10.Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough Council 
 

Newcastle-under-Lyme Borough Council’s Wellbeing & Partnerships 
Scrutiny Committee met on 29 November 2021. 

 
   Date of next meeting: 7 March 2022 

 
11. South Staffordshire District Council 

 

South Staffordshire Council’s Wellbeing Select Committee met on 7th 
December 2021 and the following items were considered. 

 
a. Dudley, Wolverhampton and South West Staffordshire Breast 

Screening Service Update. 
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The Programme Manager for the Dudley, Wolverhampton and South 
West Staffordshire Breast Screening Service delivered a presentation 

explaining the service had paused in line with national guidance at the 
onset of the pandemic, but had resumed Delivery in July 2020 with 

additional capacity to deal with backlog. The intention is to restore the 
breast screening cycle back to (3 years) by March 2022 in Staffordshire 

and various initiatives would be put in place to encourage women to 
attend breast screening appointments. 

 

b. Police and Community Safety Update 

The Community Wellbeing and Partnership Officer and the Chief 
Inspector updated the Committee on community safety data and 

performance. Positively a reduction has been seen in crime and anti-
social in South Staffordshire. 

 
Date of next meeting: 8 February 2022 

 

12. Stafford Borough Council 
 

The last meeting of Stafford Borough Council’s Community Wellbeing 
Scrutiny Committee was held on 16 November 2021, the details of which 

have been previously reported to the Health and Care Overview and 
Scrutiny Committee.  The scheduled meeting of the Community 

Wellbeing Scrutiny Committee on 6 January 2022 was cancelled.   
 

The next scheduled meeting of the Community Wellbeing Scrutiny 
Committee is due to be held on 8 March 2022, the details of which will 

be reported to the Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
nearer the time. 

 
13. Staffordshire Moorlands District Council 

 

Following the postponement of the meeting due to be held on 15th 
December 2021, Staffordshire Moorlands District Council’s Health 

Overview and Scrutiny Panel will now meet on 9 February 2022.  
 

Items for consideration will include:- 
• Kniveden and John Hall Gardens 

• Leek Integrated Care Hub (services and Board representation) 
 

14. Tamworth Borough Council 
 

Health & Wellbeing Scrutiny Committee met on 30 November 2021.  
 

The following is a summary of relevant business transacted at the 

meeting of Tamworth Borough Council’s Health & Wellbeing Scrutiny 
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Committee held on 30 November 2021 - link to Agenda and reports 

pack: 

http://democracy.tamworth.gov.uk/ieListMeetings.aspx?CommitteeId=209 

Minute 
No. 

Title 

 
45. Leisure services and Open Spaces overview 

 

The Committee received an update from the Assistant Director, 
Operations and Leisure which covered: 

• Recent tender process to renew the Council’s open spaces 
assessment, indoor and outdoor sports assessment and 

leisure feasibility study. 
• An overview of the impact of COVID on leisure services and 

open spaces, including installing additional outdoor 
equipment and holding events outdoors. 

The Committee discussed the cycle network within Tamworth, 
local nature reserves and the volunteers supporting them, and 

Tamworth in Bloom. 
    

 
46. Mental wellbeing theme 

 

The Committee discussed previous presentations and updates 
received by the Committee this municipal year which related to 

the mental wellbeing theme from both Officers and external 
organisations, as well as the all members seminar held in October 

2021 where members received presentations from various local 
voluntary sector organisations including: 

• Staffordshire Council of Youth Voluntary Services (SCYVS) 
• Support Staffordshire 

• Community Together CIC 

• Heart of Tamworth 
• Tamworth Samaritans 

• Places of Welcome 
• Citizens Advice Mid Mercia 

• Tamworth’s Befriending Service 
• And others. 

 
The Committee was also updated on the Staffordshire County 

Council Inquiry day which was due to be held in the new year 
covering Wider determinants of health across Staffordshire, 

which could provide further information relevant for the 
Committee’s consideration of the mental wellbeing theme. 
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The Committee revisited suggestions raised at earlier Committee 
meetings and commented on the following: 

• The benefits of encouraging all councillors to complete 
mental health first aid training 

• Food security, and also more broadly debt and insecurity 

issues, which local charities had highlighted were areas 
where local advice was being sought. 

• To build on the experience of the work during the 
pandemic to support the vulnerable by further co-

ordination of the relevant voluntary groups to support 
mental wellbeing in a focussed way through the 

partnerships team, by supporting and enabling local 
organisations to sign post to the relevant local group in 

Tamworth, and by utilising local support to help local 
residents access support whether in Tamworth or beyond.  

• The benefits of further visible sign-posting in the borough 
to where mental health support can be accessed.  The 

Committee requested that the Midlands Partnership 
Foundation Trust (MPFT) be invited back to the next 

Committee meeting to provide an update on the 

communication plan for Tamworth of the services 
available.  The Vice- Chair agreed to liaise with County 

Councillor T Jay for his support in engaging Staffordshire 
County Council in seeking to ensure the delivery of mental 

health services locally and to support in the 
communication to Tamworth residents of the MPFT 

services which were available.   
The Committee moved and passed the following 

recommendations, which the Vice-Chair presented to a Cabinet 
meeting in December 2021: 

  
RESOLVED that the Committee recommend to Cabinet that 

Cabinet’s attention be drawn to mental health service delivery in 
Tamworth and request that Cabinet make it a priority for their 

time and concern. 

 
  
 Date of the next meeting is 25 January 2022 

 

Link to Strategic Plan  
 

Scrutiny work programmes are aligned to the ambitions and delivery of the 
principles, priorities, and outcomes of the Staffordshire Corporate Plan. 
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Link to Other Overview and Scrutiny Activity 
 

The update reports provide overview of scrutiny activity across Borough 
and Districts, shares good practice, and highlights emerging concerns 

which inform work programmes for Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny 
Committees across Staffordshire. 

 
 

List of Background Documents/Appendices:  
 

Council District/ Borough 

Representative on CC 

County Council 

Representative on 

DC/BC 

Cannock Chase  Cllr Martyn Buttery Cllr Phil Hewitt 

East Staffordshire Cllr Colin Wileman  Cllr Philip Atkins 

Lichfield  Cllr David Leytham Cllr Janice Sylvester-
Hall 

Newcastle Cllr Ian Wilkes Cllr Ian Wilkes 

South Staffordshire  Cllr Janet Johnson Cllr Jak Abrahams 

Stafford BC Cllr Jill Hood Cllr Anne Edgeller 

Staffordshire 
Moorlands 

Cllr Barbara Hughes Cllr Keith Flunder 

Tamworth  Cllr Rosey Claymore Cllr Thomas Jay 

 

Contact Details 
 

 
Report Author:   Deb Breedon 

Job Title:    Scrutiny and Support Officer 
Telephone No.:   01785 276061 

E-Mail Address:  Deborah.breedon@staffordshire.gov.uk 
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WORK PROGRAMME – 31 January 2022  
Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 2021/22 
 
This document sets out the work programme for the Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee for 2021/22.   
 

The Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee is responsible for: 

•  Scrutiny of matters relating to the planning, provision and operation of health services in the Authority's area, including public 
health, in accordance with regulations made under the Health and Social Care Act 2001 and subsequent guidance. 

•  Scrutiny of the Council’s work to achieve its priorities that Staffordshire is a place where people live longer, healthier and 
fulfilling lives and In Staffordshire’s communities people are able to live independent and safe lives, supported where this is 
required (adults). 

 
Link to Council’s Strategic Plan Outcomes and Priorities  

• Inspire healthy, independent living 

• Support more families and children to look after themselves, stay safe and well 
 
We review our work programme from time to time.  Sometimes we change it - if something comes up during the year that we think we 
should investigate as a priority.  Our work results in recommendations for NHS organisations in the county, the County Council and 
sometimes other organisations about how what they do can be improved, for the benefit of the people and communities of Staffordshire. 
Councillor Jeremy Pert  
Chairman of the Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
 

If you would like to know more about our work programme, please get in touch with Deborah Breeedon, Scrutiny and Support Officer on  
Deborah.breedon@staffordshire.gov.uk  
 
In Staffordshire, the arrangements for health scrutiny have been set up to include the county’s eight District and Borough Councils.  The 
Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee is made up of elected County Councilors and one Councillor from each District or 
Borough Council.  In turn, one County Councillor from the Committee sits on each District or Borough Council overview and scrutiny 
committee dealing with health scrutiny.  The Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee concentrates on scrutinising health 
matters that concern the whole or large parts of the county.  The District and Borough Council committees focus on scrutinising health 
matters of local concern within their area.  
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Health and Care Overview and Scrutiny Committee Work Programme 2021-22 

  
Date Topic Background/Outcomes 

 
Committee Meetings, Reviews and Consultations 
 

  Background Outcomes from Meeting 

Monday 7 June 
2021 at 10.00 am 
Scheduled 

• Health Scrutiny Arrangements 

• Work Programme Planning  
Covid-19 Update 

 Awareness of the background, scope and role of health scrutiny in Staffordshire. Work 

programme items to be prioritised and work programme to be submitted to the meeting on 5 

July 2021 

Monday 5 July 2021 
at 10.00 am  
Scheduled 

• Restoration and Recovery 
 

• Access to GP surgeries  

• Future Delivery of Residential 

Replacement Care Services in 

Staffordshire (learning disabilities) 

(21/07/2021)  

• Covid-19 Update   

 R&R:  highlighted the work carried out through pandemic, noted the progress and risks 

around R&R and work planned to address current issues and move forward.  Requested 

additional data and actions plans. 

Access to GP : noted the actions planned and requested detail of process to engage re  s106 

agreement relating to healthcare and feedback from consultation work with residents and 

practices on patient preference - perceptions, challenges and barriers. 

RRCS: Endorsed the commencement of the option appraisal. Pre-decision report  requested.   

Covid update was noted members to share the update and representation of the vaccine 

programme widely. 

Monday 26th July  
at 2.00 pm  
Additional meeting  
 

• Walleys Quarry Landfill site - Health 
Implications  

 

 

 

Health and wellbeing implications : Questionning of strategic partners relating to the health 

and wellbeing implications of odour emissions from Walley’s Quarry Landfill Site resulted in a 

recommendation to write to Government relating to the length of time the issues had been 

going and the adverse impact on the health and wellbeing of residents in Staffordshire and to 

request intervention in this matter. Other recommendations related to requests for further 

information about health and safety of employees, air quality monitoring reports, data relating 

to mental health impact. Also recommendations to EA to maintain monitoring, share data with 

PHE and to suggest investigate technical monitoring of emissions at landfill sites and 

recommendations to CCGs relating to referral pathways for those requiring support for mental 

health and wellbeing issues associated with Walleys Quarry Landfill Site. EA was requested 

to provide monthly written briefings of emission levels and a report to this committee in 

October 2021 to detail the range of works completed.  

Monday 9 August 
2021 at 10.00 am 
Scheduled 

• George Bryant Centre 

• Maternity Services 

• Covid-19 Update  

Work 

planning 

(7.6.2021)  

SCC PH  

GBC- Endorsed the process., requested additional information re clinical data to include in 

the business case. Highlighted the importance of the community impact assessment. 

Healthwatch Staffordshire to support face to face engagement with service users, families 

and carers. Further report requested following consultation. 

Maternity Services – endorsed the process and requested further trend data for home births. 

Healthwatch Staffordshire support to contact user groups. Further report following 

consultation. 
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Monday 20 
September 2021 at 
10.00 am  
Scheduled 

• Urgent and Emergency Care 
Programme  

• Difficult Decisions  

• Phase 3 vaccination programmes  

• COVID-19 Update 

Work 

programme 

(14.09.2020)         

Triangulation 

(2020) & 

Work 

planning 

Process agreed - Comments re consultation process U&E care programme and Difficult 

decisions will feed into the consultation process and reports re feedback to future meeting. 

Phase 3 Vaccination programme – Porgress noted, suggestion to include more detail of Flu 

vaccination programme in Webinar on 29 Sept. Thanked officers for speed of mobilisation.  

Covid Update- noted increase in case rates, steady take up rate and early winter 

pressures.To circulate Covid study report. DC/BC requested additional urgent items re GP 

Access and West Midlands Ambulance Service to be added to work programme.    

Thursday 21 
October 2021 at 
2.00 pm 
Members Workshop 

Introduction to Mental Health workshop 

• overview of services from mild to 
acute provision 

Work 

Planning 

(7.6.2021) 

CS/ASC/CCG 

The link to the video for the session was shared with all members and is available on the 

Health and Care O&S resource page on Mod.gov. 

Monday 25 October 
2021 at 10.00 am 
Scheduled 

• Mental health hosiptals in 
Staffordshire 

• Transformation Programme  Update  

• ICS Performance Overview  

• Walleys Quarry Update (26/7/21) 

• COVID-19 update (Verbal) 

 Assurance given that actions were ongoing to maintain quality assurance and 
improvements.a lessons learned from Eldertree Lodge report would be circulated. 
Update noted and CCG to feed back comments relating to need for  face to face meetings. 
The performance update was noted, this will form part of the overall dashboard for Health in 
Stafordshire. 
Noted and further update in 3 months including update on impact on residents mental health. 
Noted and continue to monitor. 

Monday 29 
November 2021 at 
10.00 am 
Scheduled  

• Overview of public health outcomes 
and services  

• COVID-19 update 

 Committee requested additional informationabout cessation of services in Haregate street, 

new monies attained for drug and alcohol services, vaping data, mental health support and & 

counselling for termination service.  Cabinet Member be invited to February Children public 

health meeting. Obesity and Diabetes and social prescribing be added to the work 

programme for 2022-23. 

Monday 13 
December 2021 at 
10.00 am 
Additional meeting  

• GP Access  

• West Midlands Ambulance Service/ 
ICS/ CCG 

• Home Care Update  

 GP Access - Information to be shared as requested – Vaccine plan, PC Strategy, 6 month 

update and add NHS Estate to the work programme. 

Urgent and Emegency - System Wide Action Plan to be shared with the members 

Monday 31 January 
2022 at 10.00 am 
Scheduled 

• Integrated Care System (ICS) 

• Care Home services (SCC) 

• Integrated Care Hubs (MPFT)  

• Vaccination Programme  

• Covid-19 Update  

 Peter Axon 
Andrew Jepps / Dr Richard Harling  
MPFT 
Lynn Millar/ Paddy Hannigan  
Emily Doorbar 

Children PH /Mental 
Health  TBC  
Feb 2022 
VC Overview lead 

• PH outcomes and services 
(Children’s)  

• Mental Health Support  in Schools 

 Karen Coker – PH outcomes and services - Continued from 29.11.2021 
 
Nicola Bromwich CCG / Karen Coker SCC/ Cllr Paul Northcott update on Childrens Mental 
health in schools 

Tuesday 15 March 
2022 at 10.00 am 
Scheduled 

• Draft Mental Health Strategy 

• Transformation Programme update  

• Walleys Quarry Update (briefing) 

• Covid-19 Update 

 Jan Cartman -Frost 

CCG 

 

Emily Doorbar 

21 March 2022  
VC Scrutiny Lead  
Inquiry day  

• Healthier Communities - wider 
determinents of health  

Full day  Currently being scoped – Public Health overview 29 November will add context. 

Claire McIver / Jonathan Topham 
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Tuesday 19 April 
2022 at 10.00 am 

Health and Care post COVID 
lessons learned 
Green NHS agenda - Climate 
change 
Covid-19 Update 

  

 

To feed into Climate Change Work Group 

 
 

To Be Scheduled  
 

• Scrutiny of Corporate Plan (Single 
item) focus on Health and Care  

Work planning 

(7.6.2021)   

Corporate O&S  - 29 July 2021 officers to prepare performance data: Draft Corporate Plan to 

be considered (date to be agreed) 

 

• Use of advances in technology in 
Health & Social Care  

Work planning 

(7.6.2021)   

Put back from March 2021 

• Impact of Long COVID Work planning    

• Environment Day 

• Impact of air pollution on health 

Work planning 

(7.6.2021)   

 

• Workforce Planning Health and 

Care  

25.10.2021 Work Programme for 2022-23. 

• Acute Trust performance update  25/10/21 

• Obesity and Diabetes  29/11/21 

• Social prescribing 29/11/21 

• General Practice Access be 

update in 6 months 

13/12/21 

• NHS estate. 13/12/21 

Suggested Items 

The Role of Community Hospitals within the Wider 
Health Economy (CCGs, MPFT, D&BUHFT) 

  
 

‘Long’ Covid-19 - Reponse by Health (CCGs and 
Accute Hospital Trusts) 

Agreed at Committee meeting on 14 September 
2020 
   

 

Workforce Planning (Accute Hospital Trusts) Requested by Chairman Committee meeting on 26 
October 2020 

 

Staffordshire Healthwatch Annual Report and 
Contract (Healthwatch and SCC) 

Requested at meeting on 16 March 2021 Briefing ciculated August 2021 – schedule early 2022 

Going Digital in Health (CCGs) Requested at meeting on 16 March 2021 To be scheduled 

Social Care IT system procurement  To be scheduled 

Childrens Dentstry – Keep Stoke Smiling (inc 
Staffs)  Flouridisation/ orthodontic access 

To be scheduled  (work planning - 07.06.2021) July 2022 transfer to ICS commissioning   

Womens Health Strategy  To be scheduled  (work planning - 07.06.2021)  

Application funding for Adult Social Care To be scheduled  (work planning - 07.06.2021) * 
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Membership 
 
Jeremy Pert    Chairman) 
Paul Northcott  (Vice-Chairman - Overview) 
Ann Edgeller             (Vice-Chairman – Scrutiny) 
 
Jak Abrahams 
Charlotte Atkins 
Philip Atkins 
Richard Cox 
Keith Flunder 
Thomas Jay 
Phil Hewitt 
Jill Hood 
Janice Silvester-Hall 
Ian Wilkes  
 
Borough/District Councillors 
 
Jill Hood             (Stafford)  
Martyn Buttery  (Cannock) 
Rosemary Claymore (Tamworth) 
Barbara Hughes   (Staffordshire Moorlands) 
Colin Wileman    (East Staffordshire)  
Joyce Bolton  (South Staffordshire) 
David Leytham (Lichfield) 
Ian Wilkes   (Newcastle-under-Lyme) 

Calendar of Committee Meetings 
 
at County Buildings, Martin Street, Stafford. ST16 2LH  
(at 10.00 am unless otherwise stated) 
 
Monday 7 June 2021 at 10.00 am; 
Monday 5 July 2021 at 10.00 am; 
Monday 26 July 2021 – Special meeting - Castle House NuLBC 
Monday 9 August 2021 at 10.00 am; 
Monday 20 September 2021 at 10.00 am; 
Monday 21 October at 2pm - Mental Health Workshop; 
Monday 25 October 2021 at 10.00 am; 
Monday 29 November 2021 at 10.00 am; 
Monday 13 December 2021at 10.00 am special meeting WMAS/ GP Access 
Monday 31 January 2022 at 10.00 am; 
February 2022 (TBC) Childrens PH/Mental Health in Schools  
March 2022 (TBC) at 10.00 am – Wider Determinants 
Tuesday 15 March 2022 at 10.00 am; 
Tuesday 19 April 2022 at 10.00 am. 
 
Working Party met September 2021 - February 2022 
Met MPFT. To meet Headteacher rep January 2022 
Cllr Northcott to report February 2022 
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